Context-dependent codon bias and messenger RNA longevity in the yeast transcriptome.
Context-dependent codon bias and its relationship with messenger RNA (mRNA) longevity was examined in 4,648 mRNA transcripts of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae transcriptome for which mRNA half-lives have been empirically determined. Surprisingly, rare codon usage (codons used <13 times per 1,000 codons in the genome) increased with mRNA half-life. However, it is shown that this pattern was not due to preference for rare codon use within codon families containing both rare and nonrare codons. Rather, the pattern was due to an increase in the frequency of amino acids encoded solely by rare codons, and a decrease in the frequency of amino acids never encoded by rare codons, with mRNA half-life. When standardized by open reading frame length, the use of consecutive rare codons was also positively correlated with mRNA half-life. There was negative correlation between the usage of synonymous A|T dinucleotides spanning codon boundaries and mRNA half-life, despite the fact that the frequency of AT dinucleotide usage overall, and AT dinucleotide usage at other codon position contexts (e.g., 1-2, 2-3, or 3|1 total), was not correlated with mRNA half-life. The use of A|T dinucleotides at synonymous dicodon boundaries could potentially allow for more efficient 3'-5' degradation by endonucleolytic cleavage.